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DEDSS Charter – Review Requirement

• DEDSS Charter Requirement
  – Review design standards at least once every two years to ensure the standards are current with industry practices.
  – The current Designated Entity Design Standards Taskforce Minimum Required Standards was last reviewed in November 2017

• References
  – DEDSS Charter is posted at https://www.pjm.com/committees-and-groups/subcommittees/dedss.aspx
• PJM is conducting a technical review of the DEDSTF Minimum Required Standards, with PJM technical staff as lead and technical input from asset owners (through Transmission and Substation Subcommittee)

• Focus on consideration of current industry standards and TSS Guidelines

• No major industry design practices change are noted since last review
Timeline and Next Step

• PJM anticipates completing this review by end of 1Q2020

• Upon completion of the review and consideration of feedback from the review teams, PJM will provide an update to the PC